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Big recall of Roman shades, roll-up blinds and roller blinds
because of strangling hazard in small kids
In conjunction with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Hanover
Direct Inc. (also known as Domestications, The Company Store and Company Kids)
has recalled nearly 500,000 Roman shades, roll-up blinds and roller blinds because of
strangulation hazards to small children.
In October 2009, about 90,000 Roman shades were recalled due to strangulation
fears. Strangulations can occur when a child places his/her neck between the exposed
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inner cord and the fabric on the backside of the blind or when a child pulls the cord out
and wraps it around his/her neck.
The latest recall of about 495,000 items came after a 22-month old boy was found
hanging from his neck from the outer cords of a Roman shade in May. The outer pull
cords were knotted at the bottom. The child was rescued by his father but later died in
a hospital.
To date, no injuries or incidents attributable to rollup or roller blinds have been
reported. However, strangulations can occur with roll-up blinds if the lifting loops slide
off the side of the blind and a child's neck becomes entangled on the free-standing
loop or if a child places his/her neck between the lifting loop and the roll-up blind
material. With roller blinds, strangulations can occur if the blind's continuous loop bead
chain or continuous loop pull cord is not attached to the wall or the floor with the
tension device provided and a child's neck becomes entangled in the free-standing
loop.
The new recall involves all styles of Roman shades with inner cords, all styles of roll-up
blinds, and roller blinds that do not have a tension device. A tension device is intended
to be attached to the continuous loop bead chain or continuous loop pull cord and
installed into the wall or floor.
The blinds were sold at Hanover Direct/Domestications, the Company Store/Company
Kids; online at www.domestications.com and www.thecompanystore.com; and through
catalog sales nationwide from January 1996 through October 2009 for between $20
and $579. They were manufactured in China, the United States, and other countries.
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Consumers should immediately stop using all Roman shades with inner cords, all rollup blinds, and all roller blinds that do not have a tension device, and contact the
Window Covering Safety Council at (800) 506-4636 anytime for free repair kits or visit
www.windowcoverings.org.
Consumers who have roller blinds with a tension device should make sure the tension
device is attached to the continuous loop bead chain or continuous loop pull cord and
is installed into the wall or floor.
Source: Babyzone.com
You can view the original CPSC recall report here.

Families interested in learning more about our firm's legal services, including legal
representation for children who have suffered serious injuries in Washington, D.C.,
Maryland and Virginia due to medical malpractice, defective products, birth-related
trauma or other injuries, may ask questions or send us information about a particular
case by phone or email. There is no charge for contacting us regarding your inquiry. An
attorney will respond within 24 hours.
All contents copyrighted 2010 Patrick Malone & Associates except where copyright
held by others. Reproduction in any form prohibited except where expressly granted.
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